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Electric Shaver ENCHEN Blackstone-C
 
The ENCHEN brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
  
ENCHEN Blackstone-C Shaver
With the ENCHEN Blackstone-C cordless shaver you can not only even out your beard, but also style it.  The device is equipped with 3
movable, self-sharpening blades, it also has a built-in trimmer. It allows both dry and wet shaving. It is distinguished by a power of 5W
and a working time of  up to 90 minutes.  Lightweight  and handy -  it  provides a high level  of  comfort,  and will  also prove useful  when
traveling.
 
 
Speed, precision, safety
As many as 3 movable cutting heads make you shave even faster. Thanks to their carefully considered design, they perfectly adhere to
the skin, perfectly adapt to the shape of the face and effectively eliminate even the shortest hairs. The blades of the device are made of
high-quality  steel  and  automatically  grind  while  shaving,  which  significantly  extends  their  life.  You  also  don't  have  to  worry  about
irritation or cuts.
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Tailored to your needs
With the shaver you can shave both dry and wet. Quick beard balancing before work? A refreshing shave with your favorite foam or gel?
Nothing gets in the way! You can also easily remove the head of the device and wash it under running water, and reuse it after drying.
This way you will take better care of hygiene and avoid the occurrence of skin problems!
 
 
Impressive performance
A powerful motor is responsible for the reliable performance of the shaver. The power of the device is 5W, and its volume level is only
about 67dB - forget about annoying noise! The product also uses an intelligent ESM system, which guarantees its efficient operation in
almost any situation. Even if the battery charge level is already low, the shaver will still work at optimal speed!
 
 
Built-in trimmer
With ENCHEN you can take even better care of your appearance. With the Blackstone-C shaver,  you will  not only shave and even out
your beard, but also style your sideburns or mustache. The device has a built-in trimmer that will give you the precision you need. Take
care of every detail and show everyone your unique style!
 
 
Durable battery
Don't be afraid of having to charge the shaver frequently. The device is equipped with a long-lasting rechargeable battery that allows it
to last up to 90 minutes! What's more, it only takes about an hour to charge it using the included USB-C cable. Did you happen to forget
to charge the shaver? No problem - the device can also work by wire. Just plug it in and even out your beard!
 
 
Comfort of use
The Blackstone-C shaver is extremely simple and convenient to use. It  is equipped with short-circuit and overcharging protection, and
has a special indicator that will provide you with information about the status of the battery. Lightweight and handy - it fits perfectly in
your hand. It will also prove useful when traveling - you can easily fit it in a suitcase or bag. You no longer have to give up the possibility
of styling your beard during a trip!
 
 
In the box
Shaver
Charging cable (USB-C)
Cleaning brush
Head cover
Brand
ENCHEN
Name
Rotary Shaver
Model
Blackstone-C
Color
Black
Nominal voltage
5V
Rated power
5W
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Noise level
Approx. 67dB
Charging time
Approx. 1h
Operating time
Approx. 90 min
Charging interface
USB-C
 
 

Preço:

€ 16.00

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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